
1.  WEARING FINS IS MANDATORY during our turtle snorkel/photography 
      session.  A mask is available by us for you to use during our session. We 
      do not provide fins.  I advise you to get properly fitted with a mask and fin  
      set at a rental outlet such as Snorkel Bob's or Boss Frog's snorkeling store.   
      Then you will have this to use during your stay in Maui. 
2.   I generally take 200 plus photos during our time together.  Our main goal is to   
      find turtles but I also photograph anything along the way we encounter : sea   
      scapes, fish, manta rays, eels, dolphins and lots of you.  I shoot in sequence   
      sets, as things are sometimes moving a lot in the water and this is how we    
      will get that one or two amazing shots of something fantastic happening. You 
      will receive all unedited images on a disc.  They are all yours for personal  
      use, not commercial use. 
3.   Images will be transferred to a disc and delivered to you before you leave    
       Maui. I will keep a back-up of the photos for 1 year. If the disc is lost or  
       broken in transit, it will be replaced for no charge. 
4.   Saltywater Maui llc. reserves all rights to any photos taken unless requested   
      otherwise by the individuals. 
5.   Due to the vigorous nature of this activity persons must be in good health     
       and physically fit.  
6.    A general liability release waiver must be signed prior to participating in  
       this activity.  Please review it at this time so we can make the most of our   
       morning snorkel.  Snorkeling conditions are best early in the day. 
7.    Schedule is subject to change according to what the surf or weather   
       conditions are.  We will not go out if conditions are rough. 
8.    Cancellation must be 12 hours in advance or subject to 50% charge 
9.    4 persons max per group/lifeguard like assistant on duty.  Additional         
        assistant needs to be hired to accommodate additional people ($150 fee). 
10.  Inflatable snorkeling vests rated up to 300Lbs and fun noodles will be    
        available to use. 
11.  Our waterman accompanying us will be able to carry a few small items you 
        may require in the water like an asthma inhaler, an EpiPen if you are allergic 
        to bee stings and any other necessary item for your comfort and safety.
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